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OLYMPUS LOCK ANNOUNCES REKEYABLE T-BOLT LOCK
The T37 Series incorporates numerous features in a much forgotten lock.
LYNNWOOD, WA (February 15, 2008) — Olympus® Lock, Inc. announces the
addition of the newest member in our line of innovative pin tumbler cabinet locks—
the T37 Series T-bolt lock for metal bank drawers such as manufactured by Diebold,
LeFebure and Mosler. In keeping with the rest of our product line, this innovative
product incorporates features which make rekeying fast and easy. It is the first
“easily rekeyable” pin tumbler T-bolt lock on the market. “Over the years, this market
has been largely ignored by cabinet lock manufacturers,” says Mike Donohue,
Olympus Lock’s Director of Sales. “Our new T37 Series lock will definitely be well
received by those locksmiths that service the banking industry and will make their
jobs much easier. The features we’ve incorporated into this product are a direct
result of input from locksmiths who do this type of work on a regular basis.”
The Olympus T37 is a direct retrofit for the National C8137, but with the added benefits of easy rekeyability,

The Original
Rekeyables

a stainless steel bolt to reduce bolt breakage, an optional spring clip for clip mounting, and an optional ring
number package. This unique number ring package allows the key code to be stamped on a replaceable face
ring instead of the face of the lock, providing additional flexibility when rekeying locks because the key code is
not permanently stamped on the face of the lock. The number ring can be removed and replaced with a new
number ring containing the current key code. Additionally, the number can also be used with our DCN and DCR
series cam locks.

The T37 locks are available in a US26D (626) finish and utilize the National D4291 (4-pin) keyway. An optional
longer bolt is also available to retrofit existing applications. Olympus stocks the locks keyed different, keyed
alike in 34 separate groups, or custom keyed to your specifications. Locks may be purchased through Olympus
Lock’s network of distributors and are available for immediate shipment.
Olympus Lock is a manufacturer of easily rekeyable, pin tumbler cabinet locks and interchangeable core cabinet
lock bodies for a broad range of commercial applications. Our mission is to create pin tumbler cabinet locks and
accessories of unparalleled innovation, quality, keyway compatibility, and value in a manner which sets a new
industry standard for excellence. Olympus Lock—we make the changes that change the industry. For more
information contact us toll free at 800-525-0954 or visit our website at www.olympus-lock.com.

